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Adulting Guide

As college students mature into adulthood, they
make purchasing decisions they’ll stick with for
years. The Adulting Guide offers advice and
resources on understanding finances, planning for
the future, and a myriad of other topics. Share your
products and services with students as they learn
how to adult with everything from auto purchases
to Zoom workspaces. This guide is published within
an issue of the Herald magazine.
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SPONSORED BY SOKY BRIDAL EXPO
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PLANNING
THE PERFECT
WEDDING
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Let Someone
Else Stress
the Details

The
Perfect
Venue

Whether you prefer indoors
or outdoors, SOKY Bridal Expo
provides all different types
of venues. Ironwood, Hidden
Homestead and Highland Stables
will offer their wedding venue
services at the expo in 2020.
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Weddings consist of details
that require hours of planning
and
organization.
Dafnel
DeVasier, K&B Events, Tootie
Finkbone - Wedding Planner and
the Knot want to guide you along
your journey to solidify true love.
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Music for
Dancing the
Night Away

The songs you play at
your wedding will be ones you
remember forever. Choose the
ideal music company services
that will give you special songs
with flawless acoustics Dynamic
Entertainment, Matthew Holmes
and Wedding DJ have all of the
necessary equipment to make
your music memorable.
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$250

For more information, or to reserve your space, contact:
270-745-6285
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herald.advertising@wku.edu

$150

Say YASSS
to the Dress
(or Suit)

SOKY Bridal Expo wants
brides and grooms alike to
choose their own creative style.
Regiss Bridal & Prom, David’s
Bridal, Michelle’s Consignment
and Men’s Warehouse can help
brides and grooms dress to
impress for their wedding.
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Intrigue the
Taste Buds

From appetizers to desserts,
SOKY Bridal Expo presents a
wide variety of food businesses for you to try. Mariah’s, The
Bistro and Cambridge Market
and Cafe will have dishes to satisfy your cravings and treat your
guests during your big day.

Let Them
Eat Cake

You can have your cake and
eat it too. Cakes by Joni Warren
- JD Bakery, Sweet Temptations
and Mission Catering Company
can design the cake of your
dreams.
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Sponsored Content
Full page story;
approximately
400-600
words and 1-2
photographs

$460

Capture the
Moment

Let photography businesses
presented at the expo take care
of documenting your day. Scott
Skaggs Photography, Christa
Cato Photography and Taylor
York Photography want to capture
lasting moments at your wedding.

$550

